
Vessels 
Charis’ Material list 
Materials list: 
Basic sewing skills and a machine capable of zigzag stitching.  Basic sewing 
supplies. You do not need free motion machine quilting skills for this 
project…straight stitching works just as well.  
*You will need 1/2 yard of fabric for the outside of each vessel and 1/2 yard for 
the inside of each vessel.  You will also need 1/2 yard of any type of fusible 
batting for each vessel.   If you want to use some batting pieces that are not 
fusible then bring some double sided misty fuse or any other double sided fusible 
web.  We may have time to make two vessels. Two different patterns will be 
given and instructions for both will be gone over.  
*OR…if you have an old quilt or a rejected quilt that you'd like to make into a 
vessel you can use that instead of the fabrics and battings.  Just a make sure 
your piece is 1/2 yard in size. 
*Threads, an assortment of colors to compliment or contrast with your fabric. 
*Any embellishments you'd like to try.  Angelina fibers, decorative threads, tulle 
or organzas, papers, …really anything goes. 
*Braids and trims are optional 
**A $5.00 materials fee will be charged for Paverpol and patterns. 
 
Vessels using Wash-Away embroidery stabilizer From Oct 2012 Quilting Arts 
magazine- Kalynn’s Material List 
Your sewing machine in good working order. 
Darning foot for free motion…However, if you don’t know or want to do the free 
motion straight stitching should work. 
The thread used in the stabilizing stitching will show, so maybe this is where you 
want a shiny “Sliver” or metallic thread. 
 
For one bowl 6”-9” 
I will supply you with 2 sheets of the  wash away stabilizer. 
Vase or jar with a base of 4”-5” in diameter 
Colored pencil 
Angelina fibers 
Yarn, trims, scraps of fabrics 
Wool, roving, approximately 2 cups 
40 weight polyester embroidery thread 
New 90/14 sewing machine needle  
Colander or bowl 
Optional items 
Beads and other trims to be applied to the edges or on the vessel surface. 
 


